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(57) Abstract

The inventioii relates to a floor element for coveziDg a base in which tihe bearing surface consists of a wood fibre board wbbh is
coveted with a transparent lacquer coating at least on said bearing surface. Ibis floor element can be laid together with other socb floor
elements on a flat base to form a floor, by joining iihe elements together by the side edges. Tbc floor clement is very durable through the
fact that it undergoes less delaminadon under the effects of moisture and is more sccatt:b-cesistant and bard-wearing. Furthermore, the floor
element has a very attractive, natural-looking appearance.
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FLOOR ELPMPfTT

0

The invention relates to a floor element for cbvering a base, which
floor eleatent; comprises a wood fibre board. This floor element can be laid

5 together with other such floor elements on a flat base to form a floor, by
Joining^ the elements together by the side edges.

Such a floor element is known from Dutch Patent Application NL-A-
9O003'*2. This known floor element comprises a carrier board, consisting of
two wood fibre boards, and a hard, hard-wearing and scratch-resistant plas-

10. tic sheet thereon as the beariiig surface. Bearing surface in this case
should be lind^rstopd as the surface of the floor element facing away from
the base. The Carrier board add plastic sheet are bonded together with
adhesive. The floor elements can be joined together to form a floor by
providing them at the side edges with tongues and grooved which fit into

L5 each other. A floor, made up of such floor elements, consisting of a carrier
board and a plastic sheet, is taown as a laminated parquet floor.

A disadyanttage of the known floor element is tha? when' it is exposed to
fluctuating temperature and air humiditsr. and in particulkr when it is in
direct contact: with moisture, the floor element can become warded, and the
plastic sheet can become detached from the fibre board (delaalnatlon) . As a
result of this, bulges occur relatively quickly at the side edges of the,
floor element,in particular, which means that in use uneven wear of the
plastic layer occurs, which therefore means thaf the appearance of the
floor becomes unattractive. Owing to these effects, the service life of a
floor made from the known floor elements is often undesirably iimited. In
practice, in order to lessen this disadvantage', people are therefore gen-
erally advised that when laying the floor elements to form a floor they
should apply an adhesive between the tongues and the grooves of the adjac-
ent floor elements. The disadvantage of this is that the floor elements

'

cannot be removed again without damaging them, for example when moving
house. Another major disadvantage of the known floor elements is that a
plastic sheet is artificial, i.e. urinaturii, in ap^^arancfe.

'

The object of the invention is to provide floor elements in which the
abovementioned disadvantages are less apparent.

This object is achieved according to the invention through the fact that
the floor element has a bearing surface consisting of a wood fibre board
which is covered with a transparent lacquer coating at least on said bear-
ing surface-
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It has been found that the floor element according to the invention can
readily withstand exposure to fluctuatinff air' humidity and temperature. It
has also, surprisingly, been found that the floor element according to the
invention very satisfactorily meets the high standards which are set for
floors in practice without the use of a hard plastic sheet. This is par-
ticularly surprising because wood fibre boards per se have been known for a
long time now and have already been in use for a fairly long time as car-
rier boards in floor elements. A possible explanation for the good prop-
erties of the floor element may be that, when applied to the wood fibre
board of the bearing surface, the transparent lacquer, through its absorb-
ent action, does not simply lie on the wood fibre board, but can also pen-
etrate there to a certain depth into the board- A reinforcement of the top
layer of the wood fibre board and very good adhesion of the lacquer- coating
to the wood fibre board are obtained as a result..

Due to the fact that the fibre structure of the" wood, fibre board remains
Visible through the transparent lacquer coating, the floor element accord-
ing to the invention has a very attractive natural wearknce which to some
extent resembles natural stone. Another major advantage of the invention is
that the floor element is simpler to manufacture and consequently also

!0 economically more, attractive.

The floor element 1^ i»eferably made entirely, of wood fibre material. In
this case it is possible, for example, to bond together two or more wood
fibre boards, as the carrier board, and one wood fibre board, as the bear-
ing surface, in which case tongues and. grooves are formed at the side edges
of the, floor element through the fact that at least two essentially ident-
ically shaped wood fibre boards arb lying staggered relative to each other.
The wood fibre boards in. the carrier board and that of the bearing surface
can be different. For example, the wood fibre boards in the carrier board
can be of a lower .density and hardness than the wood fibre bo^ of the
bearing surface. In the most preferred embodiment the floor element con-
sists of a single wood fibre board which at the side edges is provided with
milled-m tongue and groove,, and which is covered with a lacquer coating. at :
least on its top side. The advantage of this embodiment is that the risk of
delaaination is reduced even further through the fact that the floor
element is of an essentially homogeneous structure. A further advantage of
this embodiment is that it is simpler to manufacture.

The wood fibre board is covered with a transparent lacquer coating at
least on the bearing surface. The transparent lacquer coating used can in
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principle be any type of transparent lacquer suitable for floors which is

scratch-resistant and hard-wearing, and which is water-repellent and dirt-

repellent. Such lacquers are known to the person skilled in the art. It has

been found that good results can be achieved with the use of a lacquer

which for hardening purposes has a relatively low viscosity when applied to

the wood fibre board. A powder coating can also be applied instead of

lacquers. Such a coating can be applied in one layer in an environmentally

friendly and efficient way* and produces a particularly hard-wearing coat-

ing. The attractive natural appearance of the floor element is obtained

through use of the transparent lacquer coating in conjunction with the

fibrous appearance of the wood fibre board. It has also been found that a

transparent lacquer coating dLn conjunction with a wood fibre board is much

more suitable for use in a floor element than a masking lacquer coating*

The bearing -surface of the floor element according to the invention can be

coloured with a pigment. A major advantage of the floor elemenc according

to the invention relates to coloured floor elements. Owing to the relative*

ly great absorbency of the wood fibre board of the bearing surface, when a

pigment-contaitoing Xiquid is applied thereto, said surface is impregnated

and thus coloured over a relatively great penetration depth. This reduces

the risk of the uncoloured base becoming visible throuigh wear of or damage

to the lacquer coating. Any damage to' the lacquer coating and bearing

s\irfaca can be repaired virtually invisible, i.e. it can be repaired

without colour difference by applying a new transparent lacquer coating.

The damaged place can even be lightly sanded down in this case- without the

uncoloured base becoming visible. The wood fibre board of the bearing

surface can be coloured by treating the surface thereof first with, for

example, a stain <for example, nitrocelltalose stain) and then applying. an

uncoloured, transparent lacquer coating. The advantage of the method is

that the wood fibre board is coloured to a fairly great penetration depth.

The wood fibre board of the bearing surface can also be coloured in a

single treatment by using a coloured, transparent lacquer coating. It is

most preferable to use a wood fibre board which is already coloured*

completely through and through with a pigment.

The lacquer coating covers the wood fibre board of the bearing surface

at least over the surface area of said bearing surface. Sufficient protec-

tion against wear is obtained in this way. Since in practice it is very

difficult to join together the floor elements to form a floor with such

accuracy that no open seams occur between the floor elements, the tongues
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and grooves at the side edges of the floor element are also preferably
provided „ith a lacquer coating. This minimizes the sensitivity to theaction or moisture after joining together of the floor elen,encs to form afloor, even if the floor is brought into direct contact with water. It is

5 mo^t preferable for the floor element to be provided with a lacue. coatingon all Sides, In this way it. is possible to use both sides of the" tile inother words the tile can be turned over when it is Worn or danaged
A wood fibre board of relatively high density is preferably used for the

.

bearing surface in the floor element according to the invention. 71,e den-IP sit;y of the wood fibre board is preferably at least 700 .g/m3, such boardshave-better mechanical properties, such as. for example, hardness andstr^igth than boards pf lower density, such as chipboard (density i,00-500
k^/m3,. I, ,3 preferable for the density to be at least 800 lcg/m3 andmost preferable for it to be at least 900 kg/m\ Good results can be

'

15 achieved if the wood fibre board has a hardness of at least ^OOO N A highhardness means better resistance to the high pressure loads often ^ccur^gin practice (for example., from stiletto heels). The.hardness is determined
.

accordxng to Janka. It is more preferable fdr the janka hardness to be
"

higher than 5000 N. and most preferable for it to be higher than 600O H

IT^^l
^^^r. board are ,cno«.,under the name of mediu«-d«».sity fibre board (MDF) or high^densi'ty fibre board (HDP,. Special waterT

resistant MDP bpards are particularly suitable.
•
An example of a tile according to the invention is shoWn in the drawineIt consists Of a rectangular piece of MDF with a density of 800 kff/mSThis tile is indicated in its entirety by 1. it is provided with a groove 2and a tongue 3. in order to allow it to be joined to adjacent tiles

"

AS an example of the dimensions of the tile, a length and breadth of 59c» can be mentioned, while the thickness can be approximately 9 - 10 mm
.
Near the top side, the tile is provided with a bevel if the tile 1 isalso provided with a bevel at the bottom side, both sides of it can be

'

used*

Ihe tile shown here is covered on
' both sides with a powder coating

'
'

Although the invention is described above with reference to a preferredembodiment, it must be understood that numerous modifications can be madethereto. For example, the tile can be of different dimensions and in otherShapes.

Ilaese and further variants are considered to lie within the scope of theappended claims.

20

25
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Slaisas.

1. Floor element for covering a base, which floor element contains
a wood fibre board, characterized in that the floor element has a bearli^
surface consisting of a wood fibre board which is covered with an at least
partially transparent lacquer coating at least on said bearing surface.
2. Floor element according to Claim 1. characterized in that the
wood fibre board of the bearing surface has a density of at least 700 kg/.3
and a hardness (according to Janjka) of at least iJOOO N.

3- Floor element according to Claim 1. characterized in that the'
wood fibre board of the bearing surface has a density of at least 800 kg/aP
and a hardness (according to Janka) of at least 5000 N.
4. Floor element according to one of Claims 1-3. characterized inthat the floor element consists entirely of one or more wood fibre boards
5. Floor element according to one of Claims 1 - 4. characterized inthat the Floor element comprises a single wood fibre board which is pro-
vided with milled-in tongues and grooves at the side edges.
6. Floor element according to one of Claims 1 - 5 characterized Inthat the tongues and grooves at the side edges- of the floor element are
provided with a transparent lacquer coating.

7. Floor element according to one of' Claims 1 - 6. characterized inthat the floor element is provided with a transparent iacquer coating on
all sides.

8. Floor element according to one of the preceding claims, charac-
terized in that the transparent lacquer coating comprises a powder coating.
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